
 

Amended Defect Information Report (20E-085)     November 24, 2021 

 

 

Manufacturer Name : DENSO International America, Inc. 

Manufacturer Information : 

Manufacturer Name : DENSO International America, Inc. 

Address : 24777 Denso Drive, Southfield, Michigan 48086 U.S.A 

Company phone : +1 248 350 7500 

 

 

This supplements DENSO’s Amended Part 573 Report of November 24, 2021 (20E-085) concerning the 

fuel pump assembly issue on certain Toyota, Honda, Subaru, Mazda, and Chrysler (FCA US LLC) 

vehicles. 

 

This recall affects certain vehicles equipped with specific low pressure fuel pumps with an impeller which 

may become deformed under certain conditions which could render the fuel pump inoperable. 

 

DENSO sells low pressure fuel pumps of similar but not identical design and construction to other vehicle 

manufacturers. The vehicles of the other vehicle manufacturers possess different fuel delivery systems, 

engine configurations, and other variables.  DENSO is cooperating with other vehicle manufacturers’ 

investigations. Recently Mazda made safety recall notification and implemented a safety recall 21V-875 

for certain Mazda vehicles for a particular period. Additionally Chrysler (FCA US LLC) made safety 

recall notification and implemented a safety recall 21V-879 for certain substantially similar vehicles for a 

particular period. Thus, DENSO is amending its Part 573 Report for this recall (20E-085) to add the 

Mazda vehicles (population of 121,038) & Chrysler (FCA US LLC) vehicles (population of 1,622) to the 

affected population.   

 

Number of potentially involved:  

Amended to: 2,483,801 

 

Part No. :    

Amended to: See attached file “Amendment 5_Part No list_20E-085”  

 

Chronology :  

Amended to add:   

November 2021 

Mazda made safety recall notification and implemented a safety recall (21V-875) for certain 

Mazda vehicles for a particular period. Additionally Chrysler (FCA US LLC) made safety recall 

notification and implemented a safety recall (21V-879) for certain substantially similar vehicles 

for a particular period. Chrysler (FCA US LLC) is not a purchaser as such term is used in this 

document. DENSO revised the population within the safety recall notice 20E-085 to account for 

the additional population. 

DENSO sells low pressure fuel pumps of similar but not identical design and construction to 

other vehicle manufacturers. The vehicles of the other vehicle manufacturers possess different 

fuel delivery systems, engine configurations, and other variables to those Toyota, Honda, Subaru, 

Mazda, and Chrysler (FCA US LLC) included in its recall. DENSO is cooperating with other 

vehicle manufacturers’ analysis. 



 

Comments :  

Amended to include:  

Number of potentially involved: 2,483,801 

This is the sum of the vehicle populations announced when Toyota filed safety recall notice 20V-

682 and 21V-617, Honda filed safety recall notice 21V-215, Subaru filed safety recall notice 

21V-587, Mazda filed safety recall notice 21V-875, and Chrysler (FCA US LLC) filed safety 

recall notice 21V-879. 


